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Introduction

• The development of e-book not only changed

the way of traditional publications, but also

created a new revolutionary of knowledge

dissemination.

• Researchers have paid more much focus on e-

books, which have become an effective

pedagogical tool for educators (Huang & Liang,

2014; Liang & Huang, 2014).
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Introduction

• Several researchers thus have paid much more

focus on developing and designing the user

interface of e-book learning system (Liu, 2005).

• In other words, they attempted to modify the

operations to improve usefulness of an e-book

(Lim & Hew, 2014).
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Introduction

• Huang, Liang, Su & Chen (2012) develop a

personalized learning with an interactive e-book

learning system to provide e-annotation and

bookmarks, content searching, and learning

process tracking, were designed to reinforce

student learning.
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Introduction

• To combine with the Internet and mobile

technologies, an e-book system became not

only a reading device but also an integrated

learning environment.

• When learner reads an e-book, the use of the

reading rate can reflect the reading behaviors

and comprehension outcomes throughout the

whole e-book reading process (Huang & Liang,

2014).
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The Purposes of this Study

• However, the traditional text selection

mechanism on touch screen is difficult to

manipulate, which maybe lead to those un-

accurate records (Brush, Bargeron, Gupta &

Cadiz, 2001).

• Hence, it’s necessary to provide a more

convenient operation of annotation for reading

on e-book system.
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The Purpose of this Study
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Highlight Strategy

• Improve reading comprehension (Shaughnessy

& Baker, 1988).

• Widely adopted in our elementary school.
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Reading Rate
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Reading Rate
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Readability

• Readability refers to the degree to which a text

can be understood (Dale & Chall, 1949; Klare,

2000).

• Texts with high readability facilitate

comprehension and learning efficiency, and

hence, readability has been of long-standing

research interest to reading psychologists and

educational psychologists (Benjamin, 2012;

Klare, 2000).
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Feedback

• Learner’s reading disfluency can be detected

from this information and feedbacked to the

teacher.

• Providing a personalized, adaptive, or interactive

functions enhances learner’s reading

comprehension when reading disfluency.
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E-Book System
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• Screenshot of e-book system



E-Book System
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• Screenshot of e-book system



E-Book System

• Screenshot of e-book system
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E-Book System

• Screenshot of e-book system
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A Gesture-Based Annotation

• Animation schematic
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Records of Annotation
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E-Book System
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Reading Rate
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Reading Disfluency
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Reading Disfluency

• Average Reading Rate of a Word:

• Average Reading Rate of an Interested 

Section:
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Conclusion

• A gesture-based annotation e-book system

provides more intuitive and direct to do

annotations.

• The innovated mechanism of annotations that is

much easier, faster, and more accurate than

traditional text selection mechanism.
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Conclusion

• Hence, this system could accurately record

students' reading rate when they read e-books,

and the readability analysis mechanisms also

could effectively detect learner's reading

disfluency.
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Future Issues

• Reading rate analysis

• Efficiency of readability computing

• Highlight strategy vs. Learning anxiety

• Highlight strategy vs. Reading comprehension

• Highlight strategy vs. Reading performance

• Technology Acceptance Model
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The End~
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